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This specification establishes the design ror a i7eneral-
ized linear model analysis of variance (AOV) computer program.
The requirements specification for this program was provided by
the Research,. Test, and Evaluation (RT&E) Branch of the Earth
Observations Division (EOD) of The National Aeronautics and Space




The following documents, of exact issue shown, form a part of
this specification to the extent specified herein;
"Generalized Linear Model AOV Program Requirements,"
provided by M. D. Pore/LEC.






The purpose of the program GLMAOV is to implement an analysis of
variance for experimental designs. The program is to complete an
analysis of variance for unbalanced designs, designs with missing
data and designs with multiple solutions. The program is in a
general form and includes analyses of covariance and regression.
Pseudo-inverses of the model matrices required in the analyses
will be computed using an algorithm identified as "Greville's
Method."'
The program is coded in the Univac 1 108/EXEC 2 Fortran V language
but using only Fortran IV-G capability for future implementation
on the IBM/370.
3.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (GLMAOV)
GLMAOV Functions as a driver program for the general ized Linear
Model Analysis of Variance Program (LMAOV). It reads in the
number of analyses to be taken, the dimensions of the input math
models for each analysis and then computes ease addresses for
arrays used in LMAOV. The general linear model used is:
Y = X( + e
with S subjected to the constraint:
The hypothesis tested is
RS = t
Ho
 : X^ = h
against the alternative
H1: XS # h
3.2.1.1 Linkages
GLMAOV is not referenced by any other program. It calls sub-
routine LMAOV.
3.2.1.2 Interfaces
Interface between GLMAOV and LMAOV is done via the calling argu-
ments of LMAOV.
3.2.1.3 Inputs
GLMAOV requires an input card deck as follows:
[Right justify all numbers]
Column	 Description
1st card 1-3	 Number of analyses to be !taken
5-6	 NP (Row dimension of Y and X)
8-9
	
NQ (Column dimension of X, R, and a)
11-12
	
NM (Row dimension of R and t)
14-15
	 NN (Row dimension of a and h)
17-26	 TOLENC (Tolerance Level)
Required inputs for first analysis for subroutine
Subsequent LMAOV; see Software Component 2 (LMAOV), section
Cards
3.2.2
1-2 NEW NN (Row dimension of next
- set of A and L)















If the math models used are found to be too large dimensionally
for'the space allocated, GLMAOV outputs this message and termi-
nates:
*** *** Dimensions of math models are too large for use in this




GLMAOV first reads in the number of analyses to be taken, the
dimensions of the math models [See 3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT 2
(LMAOV)3 and an input tolerance level. If TOLENC is not input,
TOLENC defaults to .0001. GLMAOV then computes base addresses
of all arrays used in LMAOV from the dimensions that were read.
GLMAOV has a large working array of size 42,000 which will be
divided using the base addresses that were computed. These base
addresses are passed to LMAOV via the calling arguments as start-
ing addresses of working arrays for LMAOV. The call for LMAOV
is in a DO-loop from 1 to number of analyses. A dimension for NN







3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (LM.AOV)
LMAOV is a generalized. Linear Model Analysis of Variance Program
for experimental designs. It will complete the analysis for un-
balanced designs, designs with missing data and designs with
multiple solutions. The model is written in a 4eneral form and
.includes analyses of covariance and regression. The general
model used is:
Y = X$ + e
with $ subjected to the constraint:
RR = t
The hypothesis tested is
Ho : X$ = h
against the alternative
H1; X$ ^ h
3.2:.2.1 Linkages
LMAOV is called from GLMAOV and will reference TRANSP, MULTMX,
SUBMX and PSINV.
3.2.2.2 Interfaces







Cali, LMAOV (YVEC, XMX, BVEC, RMX, CTVEC, RINV, TVEC, GMX, GINV,
HINV, CHV, HVEC, WKR, XTRP, HMX, GWKR, CHVEC, RWKR, CMX, CHMX,
WKRS, CINV, MMX, ZWRK, ZWST, PWRK, MINV, PWST, ZTRP, PPWRK, EWRK,
WORKST, NP, NQ, NM, NN, NALYS, TOLENC, NWS)
r
r







Random vector of observations
(Y vector)
Known matrix that includes the
design and regression matrices
(X'matrix)
Vector of random and non-random
parameters including higher
power terms and interaction
terms (0 vector). The test
variables, regression varia-
bles and con-commitant varia-










RMX (NM, NQ) In
CTVEC (NM) In
RINV (NQ, NM) In
TVEC (NM) In
GMX (NN, NQ) In
GINV (NQ, NN) In




Parameter Dimension In out Description
WKR (NO p NQ) In %Qx%ing array
XTRP (N4 p NP) In Working array
HMX (NN NQ) In Working array
GWKR (NN, NN) In Working array
CHVEC (NN) It. Working array
RWKR (NM, NM) In Working array
CMX (NQ, NQ) In Working array
CHMX (NN, NM) In Working array
WKRS (NQ, NQ) In Working array
CINV (NQ, NQ) In Working array
MMX (NP, NQ) In Working array
ZWRK (NP) In Working array
ZWST (NP) In Working array
PWRK (NQ, NP) In Working array
MINV (NQ, NP) In Working array
PWST NP, NP) In Working array
ZTRP (NP) In Working array
PPWRK (NP, NP) In Working array
EWRK (NQ, NQ) In Working array
WORKST 1 In Starting address of the remain-
ing storage of the large worki:ig
array in GLMAOV
NP 1 In Row dimension of Y and X
NO 1 In Column dimension of X, R, and
x
.. -1 - I ^ 	. . .;
Parameter Dimension in out Description
NM 1 In Row dimension of R and t
NN
h
In Row dimension of X and h
NALYS 1 In Number of analyses to be taken
TOLENC l Tri User input tolerance level
NWS l In Last computed bass address
from GLMAOV
Input of the elements of the known vectors and matrices are read
from cards in the following manner;
1. X(XMX) and Y(YVEC) are read simultaneously. First one row
of X is read followed by the first element of Y. The second
row of X is read followed by the second element of Y, etc.
Hence NP lines of NO + 1 elements.
2. R(RMX) and t (TVEC) are read in the same manner as
therefore NM lines of NO + 1 elements.
3. a (GMX) and h (HVEC) are also read in the same mariner as (1.
and (2.), hence NN lines of NO + 1 terms.
For a row of terms, a maximum of 8 terms may be input per card,
the first term in columns 1-10, second in columns 11-20, third
in columns 21-30, etc. until (as for X) NO terms are read from
as many cards as needed for NO terms. The card following will
contain the first element of Y (columns 1-10) then the same
process is repeated for the next row of X followed by the next
term of Y and so on. Cards for R and t follow in the same
manner; then cards for a and h. If more than one analysis is
performed, the data for R and t and the data for 1 and h would
follow in the same fashion as before. In the case thgt more thgn
one analysis is taken, a card (punched $^n cox. 1 ,,2). $;s necessary
that contains the row dimension (NN) of T and L. This is done so
that the number of rows of A and L may vary from analysis to
analysis. Even if the dimension remains the same with sucessive





The user must use care in having the correction number of terms
for each row for the correct number of rows. An example of the deck
setup is located on the next page.












GG.GG GG.G GGG.G GG.GG
N analyses	 T.TTT
2nd analysis	 RR.: RR RRR.R
New row dimension
NN	 of X
HH.HH	 13t term of h
GGG.GG GGG.G GG.G GGGG.G lot row of X
TT.T.TTT	 Last term of t
RR.RR RR.R RRR.R RRRR.R 2nd row of R
	
TT.T	 lot term of T
(R.RRR R.RRR RRR.R RRRR. R lot row of R
YY•
:	 Last term of y
(xXxx.xx XXXX.XX XXXX.X XXX.X 2nd row of X
	
,st analysis cY.YyY
	1st term of •y
.'XX X XXX.X XXXY. XXXX. XXX.XXX
C.1
	







• • p www
Also, input terms are presumed to be decimal (floe.-zing point)
numbers of a maximum of 8 digits with a maximum of 6 digits to
the right of the decimal and should be Located within a card
field of 10 columns, starting at column 1,i.e.,.1-10, 11-20,
21-30 0 31-40, ..., 71-80.
3.2.2.4 Outputs
The following messages are printed if computations described in
Section 3.2.2.6 are found to be true;
1. * * * * * * * * * *
REJECT HO WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR) = PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
THE RESTRICTIONS AND HYPOTHESES ARE SEPARATELY CONSISTENT,
BUT NOT JOINTLY COMPATIBLE.
2. * * * * * * * A * *
HO IS A LEGITIMATE HYPOTHESIS BUT THE MODEL IS NOT MATHEMAT-
ICALLY CONSISTENT.
RECONSIDER THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS.
3. * * * * * * * * * *
REJECT HO WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR) = PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS ARE MATEHMATICALLY CONSISTENT, BUT
THE HYPOTHESIS IS NOT CONSISTENT.
4. * * * * * * * * * *
REJECT HO WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR)
	
PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
NEITHER THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS NOR THE HYPOTHESIS IS MATHE-
MATICALLY CONSISTENT.
5	 * * * * * * * * * *
THE HYPOTHESIS FUNCTION, (3 IS NOT ESTIMABLE. ANALYSIS CON-
TINUES.
If 1. through 4. of the above output is not printed, LMAOV prints
an Analysis of Variance (AOV) table, the Best Linear Estimate (BLE)
unrestricted with the covariance matrix and squared multiple
i`"
correlation coefficient, the BLE restricted only by the model
restrictions with the covariance matrix, and the BLE restricted
by the hyposthesis with covariance matrix and squared multiple
correlation coefficient. Refer to section 3.2.2.6 for definition
of values of the AOV Table, covariance matrices, and squared
multiple correlation coefficients.
/3
sSource of Degree of Sum of
	 Mean	 value of
variation	 freedom




Due to^N 	R2	 Q,(Unadj . )
Due to SH 	Rl-R2	 Q1	 MS1
	
F . Q1 Rp R 
(ADJ)	 0	 1	 2
Error	 P - R1	 Q0	 MS2
Total	 P	 U
The Best Linear Estimate (BLE) unrestricted is:
[r^
with covariance matrix:
[OOV (z, ) I
And squared multiple correlation coefficient
r2









WAnd squared multiple correlation coefficient:
02
LMAOV also outputs an error message and terminates execution when
storage is exceeeded:
* * * * * DIMENSIONS OF MATH MODELS ARE TOO LARGE FOR USE IN




Initially LMAOV reads input data. Y(YVEC) and X(XMX) are first
read simultaneously in a nested DO-loop. Each row of input is
a row of X followed by the respective element of Y so that there
are NP rows of NO + 1 terms. The same operation is done for
R(RMX) and t (TVEC), hence NM rows of NO + 1 terms, and X(,GMX)
and h (HVEC ) p NN rows of NO + 1 terms.
The computations in LMAOV require the subroutine PSINV which
computes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix. Given
any non-zero [p x q, matrix A, the pseudo-inverse is the unique
matrix A+ . (Refer to section 3.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3
(PSINV)^
Initial computation:
H = a ( I - R+R)
3 -A<
e
A test is made to determine if h(HVEC) and t(TVEC) are zero
vectors. Comparison to zero is actually a test against an arbi-
trArily small value, greater than absolute zero. The test that
is made is:
E (ai **2) < (TOLENC**2) * AMAX (1,E (,a1**2))
If t:cue, the vector is considered to be a zero vector (if TOLENC
is not input by the user, default TOLENC is .0001).
If both h and t are zero vectors, LMAOV computes values for the
output AOV table. If either/both h and t are non-zero vectors,
the following tests are made:
A test for XX+h - h and RR+t = t is made. Equality of vectors
is determined by:
ADS (E ( (ai - bi ) **2)) < (TOLENC**2) * AMAX C1, (E (ai**2) + E(bi**2))]
if the test is true, the vectors are considered equal.
1. If (Aa+h - h) and (RR +t # t) the following message is written
and execution on this set of data is terminated:
* * * *
HO
 IS A LEGITIMATE HYPOTHESIS BUT THE MODEL IS NOT MATHEMATI-
CALLY CONSISTENT. RECONSIDER THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS.
2. If (aa+h # h) and (RR+t = t) the following message is written
and execution on this set of data is terminated:
* * *
REJECT HO
 WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR) = PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS ARE MATHEMATICALLY CONSISTENT, BUT
THE HYPOTHESIS IS NOT CONSISTENT.
/b
3. if (XX+h # h) and (RR +t # t) the following message is written
and execution on this set of data is terminated:
REJECT HD WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR) = PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
NEITHER THE ASSUMED RESTRICTIONS NOR THE HYPOTHESIS IS
MATHEMATICALLY CONSISTENT.
4. If (Aa+h - h) and (RR +t = t) another test is made:
HH + (h - aR+t)	 (h - aR+t)
If the above test is true, LMAOV conducts the test in 5. and
computes the values for the AOV table; if not true, the
following message is written and execution on this set of
data is terminated:
REJECT HO
 WITH PROB (TYPE I ERROR) = PROB (TYPE II ERROR) = 0.
THE RESTRICTIONS AND HYPOTHESES ARE SEPARATELY CONSISTENT,
BUT NOT JOINTLY COMPATABLE.
5. If H [X (I-R+R) ] + [X (I-R+R) ] H
then print:




COMPUTATIONS FOR AOV TABLE AND HEST LINEAR ESTIMATE
Calculate:
M - X (I - R+R - H+H )
C = (I - R+R) XTX (I	 R+R)
Z - Y XR+t - XH+ (h - XR+t)
P = length of Y - NP
R1 = P - Tr(I - XC+XT) rounded and truncated to an integer
R2 = R1 - Tr(XC X1 - MM+ ) rounded and truncated to an integer
03 ° ZTXC+xTZ
02 = ZTMM+z
01 = ZT (XC+XT - MM+)Z
Qo = zT (I - XC+XT) z
Q = ZTZ
Q





= P - R1
Q1 P - Ri
F Qo Ri =^2










	 squares	 squares	 r - statistic







R 1 - R2 	 Ql(Adj.)
Error	 P R	 Qo	 MS2
Total
The the following values are calculated:
YMEAN = e Y W	 1 thru NP
NP
r = X Y
COV (r) = ( XTX) +
r R' = 1^1 TX T Y
	 NP (YMBAN) 2
y T Y NP(YMBAN)
+R t + C+ XT (Y xlet)
COV ((X) = C+
R t + S+ (h - AR t) + M+ [Y - XR+ t - XIi (h - AR+Q1
COV(a) = ( MT M) +
$	 7, T m',) - NP (YMEAN 2 ) I 2
2 )) ( ^T T	 2
	
NP(YMEAN	 ^ M M ^ -NP(YMEAN
I	 The above calculations are printed as such:





and squared multiple correlation Coefficient:
jrRI)








and squared multiple correlation coefficient:
(AR2]
All transposition operations are done in subroutine TRANSP, matrix
multiplication in subroutine MULTMX, and matrix subtraction in
subroutine SUBMX.
All storage and working storage for LMAOV is passed by address
into LMAOV via the calling argument from GLMAOV. This was done
to provide the user with the maximum possible storage available
for batch runs on the UNIVAC 1108. If the user exceeds this
allocation of space, a message will be printed stating the vio-
lation. In which case the user should readjust the math model.
LMAOV uses the variable WORKST as the starting address of the
remaining working space from ARRAY in GLMAOV. LMAOV will compute
all base addresses for arrays in PSINV and divide WORKST appro-
priately. If storage space is exceeded, a message is written






.gee  Appendix A
3.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (PSINV)
The function of PSINV is to compute the Moore-Penrose pseudo
inverse of a matrix. The defining properties of the pseudo-
inverse are as follows: Given any non-zero Cpxgj matrix A, the
pseudo-inverse is the unique matrix, denoted A+ , such that
1. AA+A = A
2. A+AA+ A+
3. (AA+ ) T = AA+
4. (A+A) T = A+A
If A is a square and full rank matrix, then A has an inverse and
A+ 
= A 1 . If a is a non-zero[pxlj vector then
a+ = (aTa) -1aT.
(A? denotes the transpose of the matrix A.) The algorithm
used for this computation is identified as "Greville's Method."
3.2.3.1 Linkages
Subroutine PSINV is called from LMAOV. PSINV calls TRANSP,
MULTMX , and SUBMX.
3.2.3.2 Interfaces




Call PSINV (AMX, OUTMX, NROW, NCOL, TOLENC, FCOL, TCOL, DK, CK,
AK, DTR, BK, SCRACK)
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
AMX (NROW, NCOLj In Real matrix from which
pseudo-inverse will be taken
OUTMX (NCOL, NROW) Out Real., matrix which will be tho
pseudo-inverse matrix of AMX
NROW 1 In Row dimension of AMX
NCOL l In Column dimension of AMX
TOLEidC 1 In Tolerance level
FOOL (`ROW) In Working array
TCOL (NROW) In Working array
DX (NCOL) In Working array
CK (NROW) In Working array
AK (NROW) In Working array
DTR (NCOL) In Working array
BK (NROW) In Working array
SCRACH (NCOL, NROW) In Working array
3.2.3.4 Outputs






pSINV is a subroutine that uses 'Greville's method' as the algo-
rithm to compute the pseudo-inverse of a matrix, denoted A+. The
matrix to be inverted and its dimensions are input parameters.
Computing the Pseudo-Inverse
Computation is accomplished by taking one column of the input
matrix [AMX1 at a time to produce one row of its inverse COMM].
a l will be the first column of AXX.
If	 a (al **2) < (TOLKNC**2) * AMAX(l, a (al **2)
then a l is considered equal to zero. (Test for zero vector).
If a l 0 then Ai- 0 (row vector, first row of OUTMX).
[TOLENC is input from LMAOV as a testing level for determining
the closeness of the vector to a zero vector.
If al # O f then Al = al - (aial)-1ale
Note that (ala i ) -1' results in matrix multiplication of (1,'NN) X
(NN,I) so that a (1X1) SCALAR results. Consequently the inverse
is taken as 1./SCALAR.
AMX is then partitioned by columns in a DO-loop from K = 2, NCOL.
AK is the sub-matrix of AMX consisting of K columns and a  is the
Kth column.
AK = CAN , aKl
N - K - 1	 '
`P
th,on dK is Coaputed as
dK = ANaK
then C  is computed as
OK = a 	 ANdK
then b  is determined as
bK CK, f CK # Q
or
dKA+N
bK .^ ..._-___T if CK ^ 0
1 + dKdK
Resulting in AK as
+	 AN d K b K
AK x
b 
b  being an addod row after each iteration until K = NCOL,
All transpositions are done by subroutine TRANSP, matrix multi-
plication by subroutine MULTMX, -nd matrix subtraction by sub-
routine SUBMX.
All working array storage is taken from already existing storage
in LMAOV where base addresses are computed accordinq to the





See Appersd x A
3.2.4 SOP-VIARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (TPJkNSP)
The function of TRANSP is to transpose a matrix of real elements.
3.2.4.1 Linkages
TRANSP is referenced by LMAOV and PSINV. TRANSP does not require
any other subroutines.
3.2.4.2 Interfaces
Interface between TRANSP and the two programs that call it are
via the calling arguments of TRANSP.
3.2.4.3 Inputs
Calling Sequence:
Call TRANSP (A, B, M, N, MX, NX)
Parameter	 Dimension	 In out
A	 (M, N)	 In





The matrix to be transposed
The transpose of A matrix
Row dimension of A
Column dimension of A
First dimension Df A as
specified a the DIMENSION
statement of the calling
program
a
Parameter	 Dimension	 In/Out	 Definition
NX	 1	 In	 First dimension of B as
specified in the DIMENSION
statement of the calling
program
3.2.4.4 Outputs













3.2.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (MULTMX)
MULTMX multiplies two matrices of type REAL.
3.2.5.1 Linkages
MULTMX is referenced by LMAOV and PSINV. MULTMX does not require
any other subroutine.
3.2.5.2 Interfaces
Interface between MULTMX and the two subroutines that call it is
via the calling arguments of MULTMX.
3.2.5.3 Inputs
Calling Sequence:
Call MULTMX (A, Be C, M, No K, MX, NX)
Parameter Dimension In Out Definition
A (M,	 N) In Two dimensional array
containing elements of
multiplicand matrix
B (N,	 K) In Two dimensional array
containing elements of
multiplier matrix
C (M,	 K) Out Two dimensional array
containing product of A
and B
M 1 In First dimension of A and C
N 1 In Second dimension of A and
first dimension of B
K 1 In Second dimension of B and
C
MX 1 In First dimension of A as
specified by DIMENSION
statement in the calling
program




I^	 _	 ...	 _	 ..	 .rte... .	 .,..	
.•^'
3.2.5.4 Outputs
C matrix (M, K) which will be the product of A matrix (M, N) and




The product of the (M, N) matrix A and (N, K) matrix B is a (M, K)
matrix C whose elements are defined as:
N






3.2.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (SUBMX)
SUBMX subtracts two matrices of type REAL.
3.2.6.1 Linkages
SUBMX is referenced by LMAOV and PSINV. SUBMX does not call any
other subprograms.
3.2.6.2 Interfaces
Interface between SUBMX and LMAOV and PSINV is only via the











Row dimension of At Be and
C
Column dimension of At Be
and C
First dimension of A, Be
and C as specified in





a	 CALL SUBMX (Ar Br Cr He No MX)
Parameter	 Dimension	 In Out
A	 (Mr N)	 In
B	 (M, N)	 In





Matrix C (M, N) will contain the difference of matrix A (M, N)




SUBMX consists of two nested Do-loops where I = 1, N and J = 1,
M. The difference of the elements of the two matrices where










Run Deck Set up:	 Col 61
@ Run	 Badge ID, Div CODE, BOX #., Proj##, Proj#, C, Time, Page NAME;
@ SCH 7T = 1
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